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Equity Association

Tami Dixon*
(Miss Julie)

is a theatre-maker and social
justice advocate entering her
11th season as Producing Artistic Director of Bricolage
Production Company. She
is proud to make her Pittsburgh Playwrights Theatre
Company debut as Miss Julie. Ms. Dixon is a recipient
of the TCG/Fox Foundation
Resident Actor Fellowship,
The Frankel Award from
City Theatre Company and
was named Performer of the
Year by the Pittsburgh PostGazette. Most recently, Ms.
Dixon received the Carol R.
Brown Creative Achievement Emerging Artist Award
from The Heinz Endowments and The Pittsburgh
Foundation. Her first play,
South Side Stories, received
its world premiere and subsequent remount at City
Theatre Company to critical
and box office acclaim. As an
actress she’s been seen in A
Streetcar Named Desire with
barebones productions. The
Clockmaker, Marriage Minuet, The Missionary Position,
and The Muckle Man with
City Theatre. The Hothouse,
Celebration, and Rock n Roll
with PICT. The Task and El
Paso Blue with Quantum
Theatre. The Chicken Snake

tal is also a playwright, poet,
director and drama coach.
She is currently working on
producing her play For Us
By Us and writing its sequel.
Her play Jesus the Light of
the World toured ten years,
the proceeds helping to establish several water wells
and churches in Kenya, Africa.
Chrystal is also the
program director for Learning Konnections, Melting
Pot Ministries. Her performances are dedicated to
the memory of her mother
the late Rev. Dr. Shirley A.
Brown.

Chrystal Bates
(Clarissa)

Chrystal has the distinction
of being a three time consecutive winner of the Onyx
Award for Best Actress and
the first recipient of Pittsburgh’s Donna Award for
Best Actress. She is also part
of the only mother-daughter
winners (with Cheryl BatesWhite) of the Donna Award.
Prior to her recent appearance at Short North Stage in
Columbus, Ohio, where she
recreated her powerful performance of Aunt Ester from
August Wilson’s Gem of the
Ocean, she debuted at the
American Stage Theater as
Mame Wilks in August Wilson’s Radio Golf for which
she received a nomination
for Best Featured Actress in
a Play. Some of her favorite
roles have been Big Momma
(Livin’ Fat), Ruby (King
Hedley II), Rebecca Pratt
(Ma Noah), Mother-Sister
(Every Tongue Confess) and
Sophie (Flyin’ West). Chrys-

Kevin Brown (John)

is a native of August Wilson’s
Hill District and is over the
moon to be a part of this
cast. Brown has appeared in
seven of August Wilson’s 10play Century Cycle. Brown
appeared in New Horizon
Theater’s world premiere
Queens of The Blues as
Thomas Dorsey, the father
of gospel music. He recently
filmed a remake of the classic “crying Indian” commercial for PRC’s anti-littering
campaign. Brown’s additional theater credits include
Jitney, King Hedley II, Gem
of The Ocean, Radio Golf,
Comfort Zone, Romance, Do
Lord Remember Me, Driving Miss Daisy, Gospel at
Colonus, Beautiful Dream-

My first exposure to
this August Strindberg classic play was
in Dublin in the fall
of 2008. It was a version written by the
playwright
Frank
McGuinness. I asked
my traveling companion Dr. Michael
Ramsay, “Why did this
playwright rewrite this
man’s play?” I knew
what adaptations were
but up until this point
only associated them
with books to film or
plays to film.
So now this whole new
segment of playwriting
was opening up before my eyes. It gave me a
greater sense of the importance of story-telling of the
common man, and not only
that, but a vehicle to transport really great stories into
other cultures.
With this new knowledge I
watched this performance
with all of my senses on full
alert.
Being an African American abroad, already your
senses are far from being
numb. I’m now in a part
of the world where I can
fully enjoy life without the
ghost and distractions of
racism. The “What if?” has
now come into play. During
the performance I couldn’t
help but to think “What
if?” How this play could
Strindberg’s Miss Julie
wasn’t required reading
for me in college...maybe
it was and I read it for
regurgitation as opposed to
retention. But a year after
graduating with much
time on my hands
I sat and read the
play in one sitting
anticipating
what
would happen next.
During the entire
read my mind, as it is
prone to do, switched
the races of the cast.
My
imagination
jumped from seeing
people of color as the
servants to people
of color having the
power, setting the
story in Egypt and even
South America all while
playing with time. Fast
forward five years and
Mark Southers excitedly
tells me that he’s been
working on an adaptation
whose backdrop is a
southern plantation twenty
years after the Civil War.
Sometimes it’s just a matter
of putting the thought in
the universe and here we
are with the world premiere
of Miss Julie, Clarissa and

er, Last of the Line, Livin’
Fat, Bubbling Brown Sugar,
Flight, Jelly’s Last Jam, Mahalia Jackson: Standing on
Holy Ground, Get Ready,
Blue, Sophisticated Ladies
and The Billie Holiday Story
at the Grahamstown Theater
Festival (South Africa).

George Spelvin
(Captain Hodge)

is excited to make his first
appearance on the Pittsburgh Playwrights Theatre
Company stage. He has extensive regional and community theatre credits in shows
like Strike Up the Band and
The Actor’s Nightmare.

be even more impactful to
myself and other African
Americans if told from a perspective that was inclusive to
their being.
Now having the liberty of this
thinking via understanding
of adaptation as it relates to
playwriting, my imagination
transported this scenario
across the Atlantic to the
tobacco fields of Virginia
during the Reconstruction
period. Primarily because in
order to approach the same
issues of class, servitude
and identity, the African in
America has to be seen in a
new light at this time, or at
the very least, a promise of a
new life, so that he or she can
speak a different language as
far as future aspirations that
now can become a reality.

Director’s Notes
John. Each name holds
the same weight, power
and responsibility in this
retelling; it’s just a matter of
who is willing to surrender

and who is holding on with a
frozen grip until it’s too late.
This play is bold, rough,
hard to watch but most of all
familiar. Within each of the
characters lives me and you,
human nature, and not in its
finest hour. I get no reprieve
from displaying perfect
people for we are all flawed
and we all use our ways
to mask those flaws long
enough to get what we want
which has manifested into
need. Each character has a

In other words, speak
more freely.
I envisioned how the
dynamics that run so
deep in Strindberg’s
Miss Julie could be
fully fleshed out in my
version.
My initial hope was
to touch on the topics that are Willie
Lynchish and still run
rampant in today’s socalled modern society. I must admit that
once I began to tell
this story in its new
environment, it immediately took off on
its own path and language. I was pleasantly
surprised at how the
shocking parts found
their way into this play.
This play had been ruminating in my head ever
since I took in the Project Theatre’s production
in Dublin. However I can
honestly say that I have
been distracted, although
by choice, with running a
theatre company, working
full time and raising two
small boys. I’m now in full
appreciation of my mentor
August Wilson’s dedication
to the craft of playwriting.
I’ve recently made the decision to embark on a journey of being a full-time artist and totally embracing
and dedicating my third
trimester of life to my playwriting career.
Mark Clayton Southers
want that is worth going
to that forbidden place to
obtain it expecting to simply
walk back to stasis as if their
actions do not carry heavy
consequences. Setting this
play against the backdrop
of a new America,
one that is trying to
walk again after a
crippling war, is not
only a perfect storm
but it infuses the play
with the desperation
that lived in the soil
of a land trying to
recapture its prior
essence. America had
to learn new ways to
breathe and thrive.
While methods and
innovation changed,
the heart remained the
same. And that beating
heart of classism, racism
and sexism has been
passed down accordingly.
Manipulation is the tool
used to unearth these dark
feelings and Miss Julie,
Clarissa and John is the
catalyst that exposes this
country’s sordid past that
looks very much like its
present.
Monteze Freeland

of a Salesman, and James Tyrone in Long Day’s Journey
into Night. He’s earned rave
reviews for his performances
as the title characters in The
Invisible Man and Waiting
for Godot. He’s been featured on a number of TV
shows, including Lost, Doctor Who, The X-Files, Quantum Leap, and, of course,
Law and Order. He thanks
Mark for creating Captain
Hodge, Monteze for helping
him bring the character to
life, and Tami, Chrystal, and
Kevin for making him feel
Favorite roles include Big like an equal member of a
Daddy in Cat on a Hot Tin true ensemble.
Roof, Willy Loman in Death
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